
NORHEART Nature 
Masterclass 2020
– An Interactive Workshop 
 SOMMARØY ARCTIC HOTEL, TROMSØ

  JUNE 8th-9th 2020



Program and time schedule
MONDAY JUNE 8th 2020
10:20-11:20 Bus from Tromsø airport to Sommarøy Arctic Hotel
11:30-13:00 Speed dating organized by NORHEART
13:00-14:00 Lunch
14:00–14:15 Welcome and Introductions
14:15–18:00 Nature Masterclass incl. breaks
19:30 Dinner

TUESDAY JUNE 8th 2020
07:00–08:30 Breakfast
08:30–13:00 Nature Masterclass incl. breaks 
13:00–14:00 Lunch
14:00–17:00 Walk & Talk organized by NORHEART
17:00–18:00 Bus to the airport

PREPARATION FOR 
NATURE MASTERCLASS 
(DAY 2)

All participants must bring a 
recent, unpublished abstract for 
a paper or conference which they 
will review in pairs, and then one-
to-one with the Nature editors to 
get expert feedback on their work. 

SCIENTIFIC SPEED DATING 
AND NETWORKING
Monday June 8th 2020, 
11:30-13:00

This is an informal social-
scientific activity to get to 
know your fellow NORHEART 
researchers and to expand your 
academic horizon. Present your 
elevator-pitch within five minutes 
to your partner, switch, and when 
the bell rings, we switch pairs. 

Goal: Improve elevator-pitch and 
networking skills.

Preparation: Your elevator-pitch 
should be based on one of your 
current projects or abstracts.

WALK AND TALK
Tuesday 9th 2020, 14:00–17:00

This is a great opportunity to get 
to know your fellow NORHEART 
researchers at the scientific and 
personal level, while exploring the 
fantastic nature and environment 
at Sommarøy.

Goal: improve your small talk 
skills and increase your scientific 
network.

Preparation: Bring your 
networking skills and hiking gear.

GENERAL INFORMATION
This course is limited to 30 participants. 
Everyone books their own flights and will be 
re-imbursed after the course (almira.hasic@
medisin.uio.no). Please book flights that 
fit with the bus schedule. Hotel Monday-
Tuesday, bus to/from Tromsø airport, and 
course is booked and covered by NORHEART. 
Drinks are at your own expense. Please check 
into your rooms during lunch or the break 
15:45–16:00 Monday, and check out after 
breakfast or during the break 10:30–10:45 
Tuesday. Course certificates will be provided 
by NORHEART after the course. 

Organizers and contact persons, NORHEART

IDA GJERVOLD LUNDE
Leader of the course

i.g.lunde@medisin.uio.no
905 11 364

ANETT HELLEBØ OTTESEN
a.h.ottesen@medisin.uio.no
984 52 582

KAROLINE BJARNESDATTER RYPDAL
k.b.rypdal@studmed.uio.no
911 93 598



14:00 Welcome and Introductions – 15 min

14:15 What Makes a Great Paper?  – 45 min
   Example of what top tier journal editors look  

 for in a manuscript 
 

15:00 Practical exercise 1:  You’re the Editor – 15 min

15:15 Elements of Writing Style – 30 min 
                                                The golden rules of writing and structuring  
                                             the text in your paper

15:45 Break 

16:00 Titles and Abstracts – 30 min
  How to create an engaging and brief  
  Title and Abstract 
 
16:30 Practical exercise 2: Writing a Title – 15 min

16:45 From Introduction to Conclusion – 45 min 
  A guide to structuring each part of the paper  
  to facilitate clear writing        

17:30 Figure Presentation  – 30 min
  An interactive module on designing clear  
  and informative figures and tables

NATURE MASTERCLASS 

Detailed program

08:30 Practical Exercise 1: Abstract and  
 Title Review  – 7-8 min per abstract 
  Participants must bring in a recent,   
  unpublished abstract which they can  
  review in pairs, and then one-to-one  
  with the editors to get expert feedback  
  on their work.

10:30 Break 

10:45  Submitting your Paper – 30 min 
 Submission procedures, making a   
 case to editors, and tips on structuring  
 and writing a good cover letter

11:15  The Editorial Process and  
Peer Review  – 45 min 
 What happens to papers once they’ve  
 been submitted, and a crash course in  
 peer review

12:00  Break

12:15 Measuring Impact – 30 min  
  An overview of research metrics and  
  how to use them considerately

12:45 Q&A and Feedback 

Day 2

8th-9th JUNE 2020 
SOMMARØY ARCTIC HOTEL, TROMSØ

Day 1

By the end of the course, you should understand:

•  How to get the most out of the writing process for basic science and clinical research articles
•  Editorial processes for basic science and clinical research articles and how to work with them
•  What it takes to get published in top-ranked journals

Nature Editors will lead this masterclass. 



Welcome to Sommarøy!

Sommarøy is an old fishing village located an hour’s 
drive away from Tromsø, in the north of Norway. The 
journey from Tromsø is a scenic drive through fjords 
and mountains along the coast, where you arrive 
at Sommarøy as the last piece of land before you 
reach the open ocean. The island is scattered with 
coral beaches and surrounded by turquoise waters, 
earning the destination a reputation as “the Arctic 
Caribbean”. 

From mid-May to mid-July there is constant daylight, 
and you can experience the sun setting and then 
rising again without ever touching the horizon. The 
island is small enough to walk around in a couple 
of hours, and you can enjoy the arctic nature and 
wildlife, spotting sea eagles, porpoise whales or sea 
otters if you are observant. 


